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misspecification, does not identify the causal effects.
To make analogies to a motivating example of a
partially controlled study, we consider the Baltimore’s
Needle Exchange Program (NEP), as originating from
the combination of the ALIVE and NEP studies (Vlahov et al., 1997; Strathdee et al., 1999). In the NEP
study, a cohort of injection drug users (IDUs) has been
enrolled and is being followed, with regular six month
(a semester) visits in which the subjects are offered
clinic services, including blood tests for HIV. In parallel to the clinic, the NEP study operates sites in Baltimore where IDUs can exchange a used needle for a
sterile one, with the hope of reducing HIV transmission. The goal in the NEP is to evaluate the degree to
which exchanging versus not exchanging needles reduces (if at all) HIV incidence among IDUs.
For evaluating the goal in the NEP, it is important
to recognize that the study is partially controlled in the
sense that (a) it controls neither who exchanges nor
who provides outcome HIV blood tests at the clinic,
but (b) it controls the placement of the NEP sites offering needles, hence the distance of the NEP sites
from the IDUs. If distance of the NEP sites to the subjects influences who exchanges at the NEP and who
provides HIV blood tests, this relation can be useful
to evaluate the effect that distance has on HIV incidence and that is attributable to exchanging needles.
However, general results for such studies (Frangakis
and Rubin, 1999) imply that it is not appropriate to
use standard evaluation of the NEP, e.g., by comparing exchangers with nonexchangers on observed HIV
outcomes (e.g., Keende et al., 1993; van Ameijden et
al. 1994; Drucker et al., 1998), or by using distance
of NEP to IDUs as a standard instrumental variable.
In contrast, the framework of “principal stratification
(Frangakis and Rubin, 2002) has been shown to allow both definition of more appropriate estimands, and
also to allow separation of the assumptions made for
the mechanisms of the effects (structural assumptions)
from the assumptions made on the design of what data
is being collected.
Part(1) of the conflict stated in the first paragraph
arises from the necessary relative complexity of the
models involved in such partially controlled studies as
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1. Introduction
A frequent goal is to evaluate causal effects of treatments in studies that can only be partially controlled
by the investigator. Such partially controlled studies
have two conflicting features: (1) a model on the full
design of data can identify the causal effect of interest, but using the model to extreme regions of the data
(e.g., when the outcome of interest is rare) can be sensitive to model misspecification; (2) the model induced
to a reduced design, i.e., a rule for selecting a subset, of
data (e.g., a conditional likelihood on matched subsets
of data), which can be more robust to a full model’s
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2. Polydesigns

the NEP. This complexity makes it important to investigate whether the results are robust to the design
used. Of particular relevance to alternative designs is
often that the outcome of interest is rare. For example, in the NEP study, over an average follow-up of 9
semesters for 1170 subjects, 52 subjects became HIV
positive (cases). With such low incidence, results can
be sensitive to the model, for example, in the region
of controls’ covariates that does not overlap with the
covariates of the cases. A possible way to address this
can be to attempt inference through a semiparametric
model (e.g., Robins, Rotnitzky, and Bonetti , 2001, in
other settings). However, in problems with such relatively complex structure, current semiparametric formulations cannot guarantee estimability and miss the
advantages of efficiency of parametric models which
can be justified even from a non-parametric perspective (e.g., Frangakis and Rubin, 2001). For this reason,
we choose to explore sensitivity of the results to different designs, which is an approachmoften preferred in
epidemiology in other settings. Specifically, we consider designs for selecting a subset of the full data, and
which we call here “reduced designs”.

Consider a design FULL for selecting units from
the population and assigning them to treatments, and
let  FULL be the data arising from this design. We
call  FULL   FULL the “full” design and data. Let also
prFULL  FULL  denote the likelihood of the full data
based on the full design, where  represents the parameters describing the population of study, and where the
estimand of interest is some function of  . We consider cases where:  is identifiable from the likelihood
of the full data; where there is concern that inference
from the full data can be sensitive to model mispecification; but where parametric modelling is, nevertheless, required for stable estimation, efficiency and interpetation.
A common approach to assessing sensitivity to misspecification has been to consider a “reduced” design
REDU , that is, a design that describes how to select
a subset of the units from the full design FULL , e.g.,
through a certain matching rule as in case-control studies (Breslow and Day, 1980). Let  REDU denote the “reduced” data, including indicators of which units have
been selected, that arise from this design. For the reduced data, we consider a likelihood

Part (2) of the above stated conflict arises because,
in partially controlled studies, the information lost in
“reduced designs” can be necessary for estimating the
causal effects well. Suppose, for example, for a “reduced design” in the NEP, we choose all the HIV cases,
and, for each case, we keep one control who closely
matches the case on covariates. Then the conditional
likelihood induced by the model of the full design on
the reduced design, unlike a standard conditional logistic regression likelihood, does not necessarily identify the causal effect, mainly because of a latent structure inherent in the framework of principal stratification of partially controlled studies (Frangakis and Rubin, 2002). The problem we address in partially controlled studies is how to explore results from different
designs and in a way that preserves enough information to well estimate the causal effects.
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that is induced from the full likelihood when also taking into account the reduced design. We allow that the
reduced likelihood can be the marginal likelihood of
the reduced data, but also allow that it can be a conditional or a partial likelihood (Cox and Oakes, 1984) of
the reduced data, which is the reason for distinguishing
between the distributions prFULL and prREDU .
The reduced design can avoid sensitivity to mispecification of the full model on those features of the full
data that are not modelled in the likelihood (1). Nevertheless, estimation of the causal estimands of interest in frameworks for partially controlled studies, such
as principal stratification, generally requires most of
the information provided by the full data. This can
be formalized in that, in the contingency table of discretized summaries of the observed data, all cell probabilities are generally needed to estimate the causal effect (Frangakis et al. 2003, Section 3), and is reflected
by the fact that a reduced likelihood (1) may not be
sufficient to identify the causal effect. In fact, identifiability and consistency of estimation in a reduced
likelihood holds only for special cases, such as with
the standard design and model for a case-control study,
which are not applicable in partially controlled studies.

We propose a class of methods that are based on the
combination of the full design together with reduced
designs. The key of such “polydesign” methods is that
they provide a continuum between the full design and
reduced designs. The members of this continuum can
identify the causal effects and also achieve better robusteness than the full design under model misspecification. Section 2 defines polydesigns, discusses inferential perspectives, and provides main general properties. Section 3 discusses practical implementation of
polydesigns, and Section 4 provides remarks.
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to specify  ,

The goal for these cases here is to provide an approach that assesses sensitivity of inference on the parameter  to different designs. The idea for doing this
is that, although a reduced design may not identify the
full parameter  , it may identify some functions of the
parameter from (1), and thus can provide robust estimates under misspecification of the model’s part that is
omitted in that reduced likelihood. This point suggests
that it is useful to consider the following definitions.
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Also, from the reduced likelihood and the prior distribution, we can
 obtain the reduced posterior distribution, prREDU $  REDU  , as if we had only observed  reduced data  REDU . For an anchor function   , the resulting reduced posterior distribution
prREDU
#  REDU   is not sensitive to specification of
the prior because  is identifiable from the reduced
likelihood. It is then helpful to consider the “polydesign” distribution

D EFINITION



(a) An anchor function  is a function that is identifiable from the reduced data by the reduced likelihood (1).
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(b) A polydesign with respect to a full design FULL
of a population is a collection of  the full design together with reduced designs, FULL  REDU ,
REDU 
REDU   .

FULL


(3)

The distribution (3) is a recalibration of (2) to the distribution of the anchor function that arises by the reduced design. In the special case where the reduced
likelihood prREDU  REDU  is a marginal
  distribution
of the full likelihood, the factor prREDU
#  REDU  of
(3) is proportional to an integrated likelihood.
The polydesign distribution can form a basis of estimating  in a number of ways. To demonstrate, we
discuss here operating characteristics of the mode of
the distribution because of its analogy to maximum
likelihood. For any given polydesign POLY , the above
structure suggests the following properties.

In a polydesign, the reduced designs are, by definition, nested within the full design, but do not need to
satisfy a nesting structure among each other, and the
data they produce can overlap. We focus discussion
here on basic polydesigns with one reduced design, as
the discussion that follows can be extended easily to
the more general case.
The purpose of a polydesign is to synthesize inference of functions of the anchor function of parameters, identifiable from the reduced likelihood, with inference of the remaining parts of the parameter from
the full likelihood. The former inference helps reduce sensitivity to misspecification of the full model,
whereas the latter, if needed, completes identification
of the causal effect. Such synthetic inference can be
expressed with a Bayesian or a likelihood perspective.
In the following, we assume that standard regularity
conditions such as for consistency of parametric maximum likelihood estimation hold when a parameter is
identifiable.

P ROPERTY 1
(a) If the assumed full likelihood is correct then, for
any anchor function, the mode of the polydesign
distribution (3) is consistent for the true parameter
)( .
(b) For any misspecification of the full likelihood, and
with respect to any loss function for a true parameter, there exists an anchor function so that the
mode of the polydesign distribution (3) performs
uniformly at least as well as the mode of the posterior distribution (2).

Bayesian perspective.

A proof of the first part can be established if it is
shown that the right multipliers in the right hand side
of both distributions (3) and (2) converge to the point
mass at the anchor function’s value at *( . The proof of
the second part is straightforward because the class of
distributions (3) generated by a polydesign provides a
continuum that contains the distribution (2) when 
is free of  . In fact, part (b) would hold even if we

From the full likelihood and a prior distribution,
we

obtain the full posterior distribution, pr   FULL  . For
a function
 of the parameters, consider the decomposition of the full posterior
distribution, into the

marginal distribution of
of
 and the distribution

the remaining functions, by denoted 
 , required
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relaxed identifiability of  from the reduced likelihood, which is, nevertheless, desired to allow for use
of improper prior distributions, and, hence, for more
dependence on the data. Moreover, the optimum is expectedly achievable within the continuum, i.e., with
a nonconstant anchor function. Finding an analytic
function giving the optimum depends on how a misspecification is expressed, and is not here our goal.
In practice, finding the optimum anchor function can
practically be replaced by selection of a plausible candidate in the class of polydesigns and by simulation
under misspecifications of concern to judge the performance of the candidate.

ter, there exists an anchor function so that the polydesign estimator  POLY performs uniformly at least
as well as the maximum likelihood estimator of
the full likelihood.
Part (a) can be shown using a variation of Wald’s
proof for consistency of maximum likelihood, and the
proof of part (b) is again straightforward and is followed by analogous arguments to those of Result 1(b).

3. Implementation
Obtaining the value of  POLY defined in (4) is a maximization problem, although possibly a challenging one
in terms of computational stability if the anchor function is complicated.
In contrast, the polydesign distribution (3) can be
relatively easily obtained through the following simulation.

Likelihood perspective.
Analogously to the Bayesian perspective,
we


 consider a synthetic estimation of + ,
!  - by
basing estimation of the anchor function  on the
reduced likelihood, and estimation for the remaining
part of the parameter using the full likelihood. Specifically, define:
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where

 

Step 1: Approximate prFULL
6  FULL  . To do so, one
can simulate random draws from the normal approximation based on the MLE of  of the full likelihood,
and then simulate from prFULL   FULL  using sampling
importance resampling
(SIR, Rubin, 1987).

  For each
draw, calculate  and estimate prFULL
6  FULL  ,
e.g., with a kernel or a normal approximation.

(4)

is maximum at
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Step 2: Approximate prREDU
#  REDU  . Because
maximization of the reduced likelihood to obtain a
normal approximation may be unstable, one can start,
as in step 1, by simulating from the normal approximation based on the MLE of  of  the full likelihood, and then simulate from pr
 REDU   REDU  using
SIR.
For
each
draw,
calculate
 and then estimate
 
pr
as
in
step
1.

6 REDU 

is maximum at

1

The estimator  POLY , therefore, is the maximizer of
the full likelihood after having profiled (Murphy and
van der Vaart, 2000) the likelihood on the anchor function that maximizes the reduced likelihood. In  the special case where the reduced likelihood prREDU  REDU 
 is a marginal
 distribution of the full likelihood,
the estimator  REDU is a “marginal” (or “restricted”,
Patterson and Thompshon, 1971) likelihood estimator.
In analogy to the Bayesian perspective, for any
given polydesign POLY , the above structure suggests the
following property.



Step  3: 
Approximate the
function 7 


prREDU
#  REDU 8 prFULL 6  FULL  , i.e., the
importance
ratio of the polydesign
distribution


prPOLY  in equation (3) to prFULL   FULL  in equation
(2). This is obtained by simply dividing the two
functions obtained in steps 1 and 2.
Step 4: Simulate from the polydesign distribution
prPOLY  . To do so, use simulations from step 1, and
use SIR by noting that the ratio of the target to candidate distributions is the function 7  of step 3. When
enough draws from the target distribution have been
obtained, quantiles, the posterior mode, mean, standard deviation, and other summaries can be computed.

P ROPERTY 2
(a) If the assumed full likelihood is correct then, for
any anchor function, the polydesign estimator  POLY
defined in (4) is consistent for the true parameter
)( .
(b) For any mispecification of the full likelihood, and
with respect to any loss function for a true parame-

The fourth step is alternative description, from an
4

implementation perspective, that the
 polydesign distribution is a recalibration of prFULL   FULL  to be such
that
 the marginal distribution of the anchor function
arising from
 be equal to the posterior distribution
 

the reduced
likelihood
pr


6


 . In that
REDU
REDU

sense,  is the intermediate device connecting the
full and reduced designs.
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4. Discussion
In settings such as partially controlled studies, simply reducing the original (full) design generally does
not retain enough information for estimating well the
quantities of interest. In such settings, we have proposed a framework that can still assess sensitivity of
results to different designs, by combining them with
the full design.
Polydesigns can help assess sensitivity of results to
the modelling of different features of the data. f the
model for the data of the full design is correct, then
sensitivity of results to a range of polydesigns is not
expected. Thus, evidence of sensitivity to a range of
polydesigns is evidence of model mispecification in
the structures of the data where the polydesigns differ.
The properties discussed in Section 2 indicate a related but more direct utility of polydesigns. A particular polydesign provides inference that is valid if the
model is correct, and that can be more accurate to a
model mispecification than the full design, if the reduced design is chosen in a way that it reduces dependency on those feautures of the full data for which that
mispecification is a concern.
More specifically, the properties discussed in Section 2 indicate that there can be a precise map, so that if
one expresses the type of mispecification that is of concern along with a loss function for estimation, then that
map would point precisely at the optimal polydesign
and anchor function. Choosing intuitive candidates of
the polydesign and anchor function, and then verifying
their properties with a simulation around small mispecifications can go a long way in exploring and obtaining polydesigns and anchor functions that are close
to the optimal ones. Nevertheless, an analytic map as
described above is also of interest for further study.
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